individuals in order to uphold prescriptive middle-class values -meddling mothers, eugenicists, and social regulators alike -are all cast as manipulators resembling the malevolent Svengali. In the compelling final section of her essay, Vorachek draws together these seemingly disparate ideas -mesmerism, meddling, eugenics, and evolution -in intriguing and highly convincing ways.
By contextualising Trilby within these debates about mesmerism, degeneration, and eugenics, Vorachek illuminates the reciprocal relationship between the text and the scientific and pseudoscientific theories of the late nineteenth century. Her article not only traces the influences of social Darwinism, degeneration, and eugenics in the novel, but it also offers a persuasive argument that Du Maurier was actively engaged in questioning many of the precepts of these theories. Clearly and cogently bringing such wide-ranging concepts into sharp focus, 'Mesmerists and Other Meddlers' marks an important contribution to studies in late Victorian science and popular culture.
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